Okta Datasheet: SmartStart Platinum Edition

Platinum SmartStart: Let our experts
guide your implementation
Plan and Deploy the Okta Identity and Access Management service

How Okta can help
We’ve designed Okta to be easy to deploy. But not all

someone from Okta will be at your side during planning

implementations are created equal. That’s why we are

and deployment. We will work closely with you on key tasks

here to help if you need us.

such as AD/LAP integration, application configurations, user
deployments, and new application integrations. A SmartStart

Our goal is to connect your team to the technology they

Platinum program typically up to 8 calendar weeks.

need to do their best work as quickly and as smoothly

More details below:

as possible. With the SmartStart Platinum program,

Details

Included in Edition

We’ll help you set project governance and key milestones and
develop deployment plans
Planning

We’ll lead weekly project meetings

Up to 8 weeks

We’ll help design your user deployment plan

2000 -3,999 users

We’ll help design your app rollout plan

5 apps or O365*

We’ll help design your domain deployment plan

Multiple domains

We’ll set up your Okta instance, AD/LDAP integration, Okta Application
Network (OAN) configuration(s) and user deployment.

Deployment

We’ll deploy user management/provisioning

Up to 3 apps

We’ll set up MFA

√

We’ll handle mobile configuration

√

We’ll set up and configure the test Instance

√

We’ll focus on the geographies you choose

2 geographic rollouts

We’ll configure and roll out you application

5 apps or O365*

*The option with both 5 Apps and O365 is also available
for an additional fee. Because Office 365 deployments
can vary from customer to customers and from simple to
complex, a tailored scope is required.

About Okta
Okta is the foundation for secure connections between
people and technology. By harnessing the power of the
cloud, Okta allows people to access applications on any
device at any time, while still enforcing strong security
protections. It integrates directly with an organization’s
existing directories and identity systems, as well as 4,000+
applications.

Because Okta runs on an integrated platform, organizations can
implement the service quickly at large scale and low total cost.
Thousands of customers, including Adobe, Allergan, Chiquita,
LinkedIn and Western Union, trust Okta to help their
organizations work faster, boost revenue, and stay secure.
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